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She is told that she cannot leave the city to visit him. 11. A poor man murders someone and is sent to prison. A rich man commits a
murder in similar circumstances but is allowed to go free. 12. A robber is sent to prison for 5 years.Â A group of about 200 people hold
a meeting in a public building to discuss their government's policies. The police arrive and arrest them all. 18. The government
intercepts, opens and reads one of their key opponent's letters and other mail. 19. A famous political author writes a book criticising the
police. She then leaves her home to go on a tour to promote her book. While she is away, the police start harassing her husband and
children. 20. A husband and wife get divorced. Show author details. George Steinmetz. AffiliationÂ It examines relations between
historians and sociologists in Germany and France over the course of the twentieth century, focusing on several key moments of
interdisciplinary activity.Â Two features of history and sociology make them ideally suited for a study of interdisciplinarity. History may
be an older word and practice than sociology, but a substantial corps of fulltime professional historians has not existed for much longer
than sociology (Salomon-Delatour Reference Salomon-Delatour and KÃ¶nig1962: 602). The two academic fields are about the same
age. The relative power of the two disciplines within their national scientific and academic fields has varied enormously but has not
always tipped in the same direction. Also between 1937 and 1939, Jews increasingly were forced from Germanyâ€™s economic life.
The Nazis either seized Jewish businesses and properties outright or forced Jews to sell them at bargain prices. In November 1938, the
Nazis organized a riot (pogrom), known as Kristallnacht (the â€œNight of Broken Glassâ€). This attack against German and Austrian
Jews included the physical destruction of synagogues and Jewish-owned stores, the arrest of Jewish men, the vandalization of homes,
and the murder of individuals. Non-Jewish Targets of Persecution. A Nazi propaganda poster against the disabled.

